Popular or even technical science books that you thought were really well done. Note: Please keep it to actual science - no politics or nutrition, unless the focus is very definitely on science. No science fiction, politics, history, religion, or self-help. Any book that doesn't meet the criteria will be removed. Score. A book's total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. All Votes Add Books To This List. Revised ed. Science for All: An Annotated Reading List for the Non-specialist. 1969, National Book League. in English - (Revised ed.). zzzz. Not in Library. 03. Science for all. Writing an Annotated Bibliography. Written by Deborah Knott, New College Writing Centre. Printable PDF Version. Fair-Use Policy. What is an annotated bibliography? An annotated bibliography gives an account of the research that has been done on a given topic. Like any bibliography, an annotated bibliography is an alphabetical list of research sources. In addition to bibliographic data, an annotated bibliography provides a concise summary of each source and some assessment of its value or relevance. Am I finding essential studies on my topic? (Read footnotes in useful articles carefully to see what sources they use and why. Keep an eye out for studies that are referred to by several of your sources.) Summarizing the argument of a source.